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Protesters rally against Cisco campus
By Beau Doss ling

At midnight, the planning commission
voted 6-1 to certify the environmental
impact report for San Jose’s most significant development issue, despite critics’
threat to sue.
The proposal will go before the city council for consideration on Oct. 24.
John Beall, a produce worker in South
San Francisco, brought about 20 heads of
lettuce in protest

DAIIN SllIl VvR11111

Protesters showed up at San Jose City
Hall holding signs and heads of lettuce
night.
311Fday
y were protesting Cisco Systems’ proto build a $1.3 billion 20,000-worker
campus in North Coyote Valley by Highway
101

"Competition for housing will drive local
farm workers out of their homes and into
conversion homes," Beall said. "Also, the
endangered Bay Chucker Spot Butterfly
lives in that area."
The Christian Homeless Alliance Ministry, also known as CHAM, made an
appearance and spoke to the city council
about the impact Cisco will have on housing.

Rob Mulinar, a graduate student in sociology and member of CHAM, said he hoped
the planning commission considered the
public’s comments and opinions.
"I hope they seriously consider what we
have to say," Molinar said. "Although I think
they already made up their minds. CHAM
will continue to fight, even if standing in
front of a bulldozer is an option."
Jennifer Campos, a homeless alliance

member and senior majoring in child development, said San Jose can’t absorb the
impact of 20,000 new workers.
"The gap between the have and the havenots is widening," Campos said. "We are losing the middle class. This is just contributing to urban sprawl."
Scott Wagers, a pastor at First Christian
See

PROTEST, Page 6

DRAFTS AND LAUGHS

Brew Ha Ha takes stage
downtown for eighth year
By Emily B. Zurich
DAII1 SINIF V. Rink
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Above, Cindy Aces edo hands out an El loro Brewing Company beer
during the 13rev, I la Ha festival at San Pedro Square in downIreSan Jose. H. Geno Acevedo Jr. and his wife Cindy are San Jose
State University alumni. They operate their brewing company out of
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Morgan Hill. Right, Will Burst n as one of 30 comedians at this year’s
Brew Ha Ha festival in doss ntossn San Jose. The festival had more than
30 West Coast breweries showing off their beer. The event took place
Saturday and Sunday at San Pedro Square.

The eighth annual Brew Ha Ha brought laughter
and lots of beer to downtown San Jose this weekend.
Food and microbrews drew hundreds of people to
San Pedro Street on Saturday, all packed between
Santa Clara and St. John streets.
Comedians performed on a stage, which was set up
in a parking lot.
Admission to see the comedians was free of charge,
but people interested in sampling the brews paid $15
for a "beer tasting kit," which included a glass arid
tickets for 8 beers.
Steve Hoag, a junior majoring in political science,
said the Brew Ha Ha is his favorite festival, second
only to the annual Mardi Gras festival, also in downtown San Jose.
’this is the best festival in San Jose in the fall,*
Hoag said.
Aries Spears, one of the comedians who performed
on Saturday, is a member of the cast of "Mad TV," a
weekly variety show on Fox.
His routine, which included racial jokes and

see BREW, Pap 8

Libertarian club explores the freedoms of politics Diseases
It\ I mily B. Zurich
S1411 %%kW

Constitutional rights and Bill
Gates were hot topics for the San
Jose State University Libertarians,
who met last week at Pizza A GoGo
to discuss politics and the upcom-

ing prvsidential elcction.
Jason Blair, a senior majoring in
political science, joined the club
this semester.
He was a voting Republican, but
is now a registered Libertarian.
He said Libertarians have similar points of view as Republicans,

San Jose State

such as et:minima: ideals. but that
they differ on religious and moral
issues.
"You should have freedom to do
anything that doesn’t harm or hurt
anybody else," Blair said. "Everybody has freedom of political
thought. That’s our thing."

The SJSI., Libertarians also decussed what they felt were problems with the government, and
why both Republicans and Democrats are wrong.
Among the 16 people who
attended the meeting, two state
assembly candidates were present:

is running in
Dana Albrecht, ,A
the 23rd District and Roger Ver,
who is running in the 28th District.
Ver said he was also a Republican before he registered to vote as a
Libertarian.

see MEETING Page 6

Symphony orchestra
opens concert season

University’ Symphony French
horn player Kyle
Walker, left, and
oboe player
Phillip Martinez.
right. practice
30 minutes before
the performance in
the Music building. Friday night.
the SJSU Symphony had its first concert of the season

lis Kate Kositeh
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While the San Jose State Symphony Orchestra perfbrms commonly played classical music, those who
play in the symphony may not be as
commonplace on campus.
The symphony orchestra, which
had its first concert Friday night in
the Music building Concert Hall, is
not only made up of music student.;
but faculty members, guest artists,
high school students and students
of other majors as well.
Lauren Zahner, who plays the
cello, is a second year art major.
"I just like to play," Zahner said.

Tiutomu Fujita
Daily Stall
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Piedmont Hills High School sophomore Priscilla Almada plays with
the orchestra as part of the Step to
College program.
"I think it’s kind of cool," Almada
said of the opportunity to be in a
college symphony. "I like to play in
groups."
Conductor Jun Nakabayashi said
he hopes that the high school students involved with the program
enjoy their experience at SJSU,
which has about nine high school
students in the orchestra.
While Almada said that she
would like to attend an Ivy League
school, she does plan on taking
set
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SYMPHONY, Page 6

illustrated
with art
By Kate Kositch
11)411,1
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While hermaphrodites, scoliosis
and skeletal malformations are
customarily seen in a doctor’s
office, they are rarely seen in art
forms as Dr. Carlos Salinas
explained in his lecture on preColumbian art Friday.
During the lecture in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union, Salinas showed numerous
slides displaying these rare and
realistic representations of human
malformations in ths art of
ancient cultures from 1500 B.C. to
A.D. 1492, such as the Incas and
the Aztecs, from Mexico and the
South American regions.
Salinas, a profetwor and director
of the craniofacial anomalies, cleft
lip and palate team at the Medical
University of South Carolina at
the College of Dental Medicine,
se ART, Pap
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Watching our school get sold down the river

Editorial

Attempting to
keep readers
’in the know’
know our stories about Associated StuWedents are less than exciting. We dare say
they’re boring.
We doubt that many students make it the whole
way through our articles about the student government. They tend to be quite long and detailed.
However, we continue to report on the Associated Students as best we can, partly because we
think they pull some crooked stuff, and we want
everyone who reads the Daily to know about it.
Today, if you’re willing to read along, we’d like to
tell you about their latest stunt.
Recently, we ran an article about how A.S. is trying to take over the Student Union Board.
The student body president, Leo Davila, has
managed to appoint four A.S. members and a
friend of his to the board, which ideally would be
made up of students from all segments of students.
Davila argued that the four A.S. members he’s
gotten appointed were elected by their peers in last
April’s Associated Students elections, thus the
process remains democratic.
Well, it would be democratic if even half of the
students on campus were aware that there are
such things as student elections, or Associated Students for that matter.
A little more than 2,000 people voted in the A.S.
elections, which resulted in Davila’s re-election.
We suspect that he got 800 of his closest fraternity friends to vote, but that’s another topic entirely.
And it would be democratic if anyone on this
campus cared even remotely about how their student fees were being used and whether Davila is
the best person to handle them.
But, we digress. There is still one more student
space open on the Student Union board, and we’re
wondering if Davila will manage to appoint another A.S. member.
The board has 11 members.
Six of them are students.
That means the students would have the majority of votes, should they, by coincidence of course,
all decide to vote the same way.
We think Davila wants to merge the Student
Union and Associated Students.
He said he would not benefit from any such
merger, but we wouldn’t put it past him to run for
another term in order to reap the benefits.
We’re not even really sure why he wants to take
over the Student Union, aside from the fact that it
would give him more power. We think he really
likes power.
If Davila gets his way, we think people could lose
their jobs.
He doesn’t particularly like Cathy Busalacchi,
the executive director of the Student Union, probably because she doesn’t appreciate him trying to
take over her job.
Busalacchi’s contract is up in June.
We think she’s afraid it’s not going to be
renewed.
She shouldn’t have to fear for her job just
because Davila’s power-hungry.
And for the rest of the A.S. students who are on
the Student Union Board you’re not off the hook.
You can say you think that hogging the seats on
the board is fair, but you know it’s not. Start thinking for yourselves instead of letting Davila bully
you into doing what he wants.
And for those students who made it to this sentence, congratulations. You are now informed.

Disgusted by the racism and
intolerance in Aznerica, the
land he represented as a boxer
in the Olympics, Cassius Clay, later
known as Muhammad Ali, threw his
gold medal in a river.
That old legend came into my head
when I spoke with an alumnus of San
Jose State University this week. The
guy was rambling about how conditions at the university sickened him.
He said stuff at the university was
so rotten, he could see throwing his
diploma into a wastebasket.
That’s something that’s been on
my mind.
For as long as I’ve been on the
Daily, I’ve read, Weard and reported
on what stinks around here.
I’m starting to get sick of it.
Just how bad this university has
gotten was loud and clear in the
Thursday edition of the Daily. You
can still look at the issue if you check
out our Web site or the still-waitingto-be-cleaned bathrooms.
We had two articles on our student
government that allegedly represents
us. Then there was a letter from a
student who did a better job ranting
about the campus than even I could.
The two articles concerned Associated Students’ president Leo Davila’s
latest debacle, an alleged attempt in
making a run for more power by
selecting almost everybody he wanted to the Student Union Board, a separate entity that may be merged with
A.S. one day.
My colleague, Mike "Oz-mosis"

Osegueda arrived at the board meeting before I did. He gave me the lowdown when I arrived. I checked on his
information while I was there.
Then I got to see Leo in action.
Never had seen the guy in person. It
didn’t take me long to get nauseated,
watching Davila practice crony-ism
and say the democratic process is
something "shown when the students
voted for me."
I guess that in Davila’s world,
democracy doesn’t belong in the
meeting room when choosing new
board members.
It wasn’t all that bad. I laughed
when his A.S. partner in crime, Akbar
Shetty, wasn’t selected to be on the
Student Union Board.
I laughed because Leo was visibly
agitated.
"Majority rules," said the woman

"THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD KEEP ITS NOSE
OUT OF THE FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM"

THE GOVERNMENT OUGHTA HAVE REGULATIONS
ABOUT THESE 01:11t"ta:V0 5HODDY HAMMOCK MAKERS,’

Letters
Election could bring end to U.S. boom
up next month,
With the elections coming
the fact that the new president could
appoint three or four new Supreme Court
justices weighs heavily on the vote.
In "Amerika Way," David Brandt Berg (1973)
said, "The only way that the president can get a
dictatorial control on the country is to get control
of the Supreme Court. You see, it’s supposed to be
a balanced government: legislative branch, the
judicial branch and the executive branch. If any
two of those can get together, they can control the
other."
But if he can get control of five men or women
the majority of the Supreme Court he can, in
effect, become a dictator in the United States.
With abortion rights, environment concerns,
women’s rights and gay rights, this election can be
the turning point in American history.
America today is so like Israel was in the day

before her fall in 606 B.C.
In their last days, the Jews were starving, and
they were selling themselves for bread.
How like America. She’s going to have to sell
her soul to Africans and Asians for oil.
When the Americans have to cut down on their
two-car driving and extravagant use of jets and
pools, they might have to stop, look and listen to
what the poor of the world are saying.
You cannot continue to live extravagantly,
wastefully, and even waste your neighbors’ things
like in Kosovo and the Gulf War.
God wouldn’t let it go forever. The American
people have been making money on the back of the
poor.
The boom is almost over.
Ted Rudow 111, M.A.
credential student
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next to him. "Oh, yeah" Leo said with
a wave of his hand, after trying to say
there was a 4-4 tie with nine voters in
the room.
Classic moment. Still, I’m horrified that the Spartan Daily endorsed
this guy for his first term. We advised
the couple hundred students who
voted for A.S. president to select the
current General Secretary of the
Spartan Communist Party over the
Who’s Who A.S. President, Heather
Cook, nearly two years ago.
And then I was told, by someone
on the board, the lone empty seat
that Akbar didn’t get will likely go to
"whomever Leo selects."
Then we had the mother of all letters, an atomic meltdown by a student who had a bone to pick about
almost every aspect of SJSU, saying
anybody has a right to say this university stinks.
I know, Spartan Daily policy is not
to comment about letters we get, but
I enjoy the fact that someone has
their eyes open on campus.
Students and faculty have a lot to
complain about. And sorry, no matter
how much paint, ferns and Feng Shui
this university practices, the stupidity, corruption and bad service at
SJSU will always tarnish this place
to the color of the Scheller House.
No amount of money or plants will
fix our image or the Scheller pad,
either.
Speaking of money, I talked with
SJSU president Robert Caret a few
weeks back. Chemist Bob he’s got

a doctorate in organic chemistry
said one of his plans was to make
space available in new buildings so
the university could rent it out and
make a few extra bucks.
Great, we can sell this university,
physically and literally.
I mean, I really want to attend the
Associated Press Journalism building, across from Random House’s
Humanities department and due
south of the Intel Engineering building (Intel inside! Da-da-da-dum!) and
the SJSU Hilton/Sony Performing
Arts Center and west of the Jamba
Juice/Cesar E. Chavez Student
Union.
And while you’re shopping on campus, visit the new Kinko’s in the
rental space above the new, over-budget police department office.
I could go on, mentioning su as
zclub presidents who allegedly
ch
zle money from the coffers they
over and a business building that
went far over its budget, but I’ve only
got so much space to work with and a
couple other things to do.
So with all this crap going on, how
can I be proud to be a Spartan?
Wake up, SJSU. I really don’t want
to throw my diploma in the river.
Come to think of it, it’ll just float
by the university that was sold down
the river as well.
D.S. Perez is a Spartan
Daily Senior Staff Writer
"Born Under A Bad Sign"
appears Mondays.

Distance tests friendship; true
friend is there in troubled time
used to cheat off me in
She
the fourth grade. I could
never quite figure out how
she did it, being that she sat in
front of me, but to this day she
assures me that she did at
least she doesn’t deny it.
That’s’my best friend, Nadia.
Oddly enough, we didn’t
become friends until our junior
year in high school.
For some reason, our personalities clicked, and I had myself
a new best friend.
The first test of true friendship came just after the school
year ended.
Her family was moving an
hour away, an obscenely long
distance at that time, and I
would be left without my best
friend for my senior year.
So we coped as most girls
would, we racked up long distance phone bills.
Each month there was an
argument at my house about the
phone bill.
My father finally gave in to
the fact that I wasn’t going to
cut down my daily two hour
phone calls to Antioch and
switched phone plans so the 925
area code was considered local.
In addition to the phone calls,
we had a notebook that we
would mail back and forth, vying
to out-write each other. I usually
won.
When she had problems
adjusting at school, I assured
her things would get better and
wrote her cheesy cards in the
notebook.
When she had problems with
her wacko boyfriend, I listened
I made horrible jokes that
weren’t very funny, but I listened.
We would also write each
other stories, with the "hero"
being one of our guy friends, and
put one another in silly situations.
Each story was always followed by a responding one, with
worse situations and characters
than the previous one.
We went to each other’s graduation, even though I still maintain that my sitting on the hard
metal bleachers through her
four-hour ceremony should
count as double.
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But between the time we
started college and now, something happened.
I knew she would find new
friends, and I was glad that she
was finally finding people she
liked hanging out with.
When she took a job with
Wells Fargo, her life change4.
Finally finding something she
loved to do, she delved into it.
At the same time, she met a
new friend. They are inseparable.
Needless to say, I was jealous
when they first started hanging
out. But after we met, I knew
why Nadia was always with
Chris the girl cracks me up,
and I consider her a friend.
And I found my boyfriend,
who although I love him to
death, our relationship complicated things a bit.
It became phone tag at first.
I would call her, and she
would either be out with Chris
or at work.
She would call me, and I was
either at the Daily or out with
Mike.
I can’t remember when we
stopped calling.
Somewhere along the way, we
had grown apart.
Nevertheless, it was Nadia
who planned my surprise 20th
birthday party with my mother.
And I made the trek down to
Tumble-town for hers.
I had it all planned out.
We’d spend all day together,
and it would be just like old
times.
Either I didn’t remember the
"old times" well or it didn’t happen that way.

We had lunch with the people
from her work, which made me
feel completely out of place
because
nobody
especially
talked to Chris, my boyfriend or
myself the whole time.
But it was her birthday.
We went shopping later and
things seemed to go back to normal, the way I had wanted it to
be.
Then we went out to dinner,
where everyone was going to
surprise her by showing up.
She was surprised, and it
made me happy to see the smile
on her face every time someone
new walked through the door.
I tried not to think about the
fact that I was being forgotten.
It was her birthday, and these
were her friends now.
But it made me think.
She saw these people every
day, or close to it.
I saw her maybe once every
three months if I was lucky.
And I knew she didn’t consider me her best friend anymore
Chris had taken that position
long ago.
So I found it extremely ironic
that all but five of these
"friends" left after Nadia got
drunk.
Even more ironic was the fact
that when everything was said
and done, it was me who pulled
the hair away from her face
when she was praying
the
garden gods outaide the
rant.
And it was me who fed her
plain bread so I could bring her
home to her mother without
hawing to carry her into the
house.
And it was me she leaned
against and talked to when she
wasn’t "praying."
I know she doesn’t remember
a thing, but oddly enough, it was
those last few hours of the night
that I took home with me as the
most important.
Because even though I wasn’t
around all the time, I was there
when she needed me, and for the
first time all night, I felt like I
was still her friend.
Michelle Jew is the Spartan
Daily Copy Editor
"Spoiled" appears Mondays
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Today
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.
Associated Students Election
Board
2000-2001 recruitment. Conduct
the student body elections during
Spring 2001 or become a part of the
A.S. elec’ ion board. We are seeking
three Students -At -Large, a Chief
Election Officer, and Election Officer I and a Graphic Designer. The
officer positions and designer
receive monthly stipends. Pick up
an application and return it to the
Student Union, Associated Students
office. Deadline is Oct. 13. For more
information, call 924-5950.
Militated Students
d drive, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the
dent Union, Guadalupe
room. For more information, call
Lorenzo Deveza at 924-6413.
IFC and Panhellenic
Join us as we kick off Greek
Week 2000 in preparation for homecoming, 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. For more information,
call the Student Life Center at 9245950.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibitions,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings.
Gallery 2: Ben Willis, Gallery 3:
James Bonacci, Gallery 5: Audra
Smrtic, Gallery 8: Corinne Escobar
and the Herbert Sanders Gallery:
Michele Walker. For more information, call John or Nicole at 9244330.
Jewish Student Union, Hillel
R.S.V.P.s due today for the Oct.
18 screening of "The Last Days."
For more information or to R.S.V.P.,
call Arlene at 286-6669 ext. 11.

Tuesday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
’
’ ’
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St.

Bible Trek 2001, 6:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Social Hall. For more information,
call Father Charlie at 938-1610.
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
The latest body composition testing: It’s quick, painless and fun.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty,
noon to 2 p.rn. in the Central Classroom building, Room 221. For more
information, call Sherry at 2067599.
Career Center
Internships - spotlight on
advertising, 12:30 p.m. in building
F. For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 9246034.
Study in England - SJSU
International Program
Informational meeting for Spring
2001 Semester in Bath, 11 a.m. to
noon at Hugh Gillis Hall, Room
114. For more information, call Dr.
Jaehne at 924-6373.
Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in Clark Library, 4th floor,
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Body composition testing, noon
to 2 p.m. in the Central Classroom
building, Room 221. Cost is $5 for
students and faculty. For more
information, call Sherry at 2067599.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Alliance
Awareness march, noon to 1 p.m.
Meet at the fountain in front of the
Event Center. For more information, call Shanna at 938-0803.
SJSU Sailing Club
Now practicing Tuesdays as well
as Fridays to help accommodate
your busy schedule, 2 p.m. to 5:30
p.m at Lake Cunningham, near
Raging Waters. No experience necessary, co-ed. For more information,
call Joanna Dilley at’t610) 799-3208
or JoDilley@sol.com.

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning and intermediate
tango lessons followed by open
dancing, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m at the
Spartan Complex, Room 89. For
more information, call 924 -SPIN.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art receptions
- all galleries, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
the Art and Industrial Science
buildings. For more information,
call John or Nicole at 924-4330.
School of Art & Design
Tuesday night lecture series:
Richard T. Notkin, internationally
exhibiting artist and lecturer, presenting a slide lecture of 32 -year
retrospective of his work, 5 p.m. to
6 p.m. in the Art building, Room
133. For more information, call
Andy at 924-4328.
Jewish Student Union, Hillel
Dinner, 6:45 p.m. at 336 E.
William St. (between Seventh and
Eighth streets). R.S.V.P. if possible.
For more information, call Rebecca
at 286-6669 ext. 13.

Wednesday
Canterbury Community
Christian Fellowship and Education, 6 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Center, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Roger Wharton at
451-9310.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Meditative prayer and reflection
experience, 12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m.
at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
300 S. 10th St.
Youth for Christ at SJSU, 7:30
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Social Hall. For more
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.
MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan)
Weekly meeting, 3:30 p.m. at the
Chicano Resource Center, Module A
For more information, call Adriana
Garcia at 815-8543.
Anthropology and Behavioral
Science Club
Organizational meeting, screening of film, "Degrees of Shame," and
student Intern to the president pre-

sentation, 3 p.m. at Washington
Square Hall, Room 04. For more
information, call Marlene Elwell,
ABS club president, at 938-1610.

ety," noon to 2 p.m. in the administration building, Room 201. For
more information, call Mary Moore
at 924-5910.

Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in Clark Library, 4th floor,
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.

REACH Program (Re-entry And
Commuter Help Programa)
Brown bag lunch - ASPIRE Program and the McNair Scholarship
Program with Manual Salazar and
Joe Canton, noon to 1:30 p.m. in the
Student Union, Pacheco room. For
more information, call Jane Boyd at
924-5950.

SJSU Fraternities and Sororities
Join us for a Greek Week barbeque on campus, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the Seventh Street plaza
barbeque pit. For more information,
call the Student Life Center at 9245950.
Students for Justice
Weekly meeting, 5 p.m. at the
Student Union, sunken living room.
For more information, call Vanessa
Nisperos at 504-9554.

Department of Recreation and
Leisure Studies
Grab your friends and come to
"Fun on Wheels," 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Seventh Street plaza. Guess
how many balloons can fit in a new
VW Beetle, free games, a "Razor"
race and a free raffle for all those
who participate. See you there.

Thursday

Nutrition and Food Science
Department
The latest body composition testing: It’s quick, painless and fun.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty,
9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Central Classroom building, Room 221.
For more information, call Sherry
at 206-7599.

Hawaiian Club
Interested on learning more
about the hawaiian culture and the
spirit of Aloha? Join us for a club
informational/new member meeting,
6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the Student
Union, Almaden room. For mare
information, call Cori Miller at 9245963.

"Tales From The Ashtray"
Open-mic night for student and
faculty readings of essays approximately 500 words pertaining to an
"ashtray" theme, 8 p.m. at Spartan
Memorial. For more information,
call Professor Fink at 924-4458.

Student Leader Workshop
Series
Teambuilding activities to
strengthen relationships within
your group or organization, in the
Student Union, Pacheco room.’For
more information, call the Student
Life Center at 924-5950.

GLTBA and Sir
On national "coming out" day, a
panel on "Reel Life: The Image of
Gays and Lesbians in Film," 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call Kevin Johnson at 2266366.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Alliance
Meeting/discussion, 5 p.m. to
7 p.m. in the Student Union,
Costanoan room. For more information, call Shanna at 938-0803.
Counseling Services
Workshop: "Managing Test Ansi-

Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in Clark Library, 4th floor,
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.
GLTBA and Sir
Ask the Doctor: Gay and Lesbian
Health Issues, 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
the Student Union, Almaden room.
For more information, call Kevin
Johnson at 226-6366.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass and brown bag lunch discussion: "Catholic Land Mines,"

12:10 p.m. to 12:35 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Social Hall, 300
S. 10th St.
St. Vincent de Paul Youth Conference for Social Justice, 6:30 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry Social Hall. For more information, call Father Charlie or Sister
Marcia at 938-1610.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
Opera San Jose with Thomas
Webb, pianist and director, performing excerpts from L’elisir d’amore
by Donizetti (The Elixer of Love,
1832), 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. at the
Music building Concert Hall. For
more information, call Joan Stublu,
at 924-4631.

Friday
Catholic Campus Ministry
Noon Mass, 12:10 p.m. to 12.35
p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For rnore
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.
Jewish Student Union/Hillel of
Silicon Valley
’areal Shabbat in the Hut, 6 p.m
at 336 E. William St. (between Seventh and Eighth streets). For more
information, call Arlene at 286-6669
ext. 11.
Counseling Services
Workshop: "Managing Stress of
Depression," noon to 1:15 p.m. in
the administration building, Room
201. For more information, call
Anna Fibres-Windley and Molly
Hsieh at 924-5910.
SJSU Sailing Club
Now practicing Tuesdays as well
as Fridays to help accommodate
your busy schedule, 2 p.m. to 5:30
p.m at Lake Cunningham, near
Raging Waters. No experience necessary, co-ed. For more information,
call Joanna Dilley at (650) 799-3208
or JoDilley@aol.com.
Sparta Guide is promded free of charge to sttr
dents. faculty and staff members The deadlme for
mines is noon. three working days before the desired
publicatton dale Entry forms are available in the
SparGui Daily Office Space restnctiona may require
editing of sulismasions. Entries are pnnted In the
order in Much they are received

Because it’s not how much experience you have, it’s about your drive and ambition. SAP Labs gives recent college graduates the
opportunity to grow in a career designed for success. Whether your specialty is software development or quality assurance, your solutions
enable not only better communication between businesses and their clients, but also between everyone involved in running a successful
company. At SAP Labs we thrive in a young, casual environment where projects are team focused, and training and support are ongoing.
You’ll not only be making a difference in the business world: you’ll have the freedom you’ve always wanted in your career. It just comes
with the territory.

iVhy?

In return for your skills and experience, we offer you the chance to grow and thrive in a motivating and personal atmosphere. We also
provide an outstanding benefits package including three weeks vacation, flex hours and more. If you are interested in a position in any of
these areas. please e-mail your resume to: L-USJejobsatsaplabs.com.
We currently have positions available in the following areas:

Software Development

Quality Management

Regional Industry Group

Product Management

For further position details and inside information on the hottest business applications software in the world, visit: www.saplabs.com/usa.

!‘.. I
www.saplabs.com/usa
{We are mud lo be an Eq11411 OpEvrtuniry Emproyer
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Spartans break road-game curse
DAILY STAFF REPORT

The Spartan football team won
its first gtune on the road in two
years Saturday, defeating Southern Methodist University 35-10
in Dallas, Texas.
The Spartans last road win
came on Nov. 7, 1998 against the
University of Hawai’i.
Saturday’s Score

SMU Mustangs
Spartans
6 p.m. Saturday - SJ SU vs. UTEP

San Jose State University’s
defense once again dictated the
tempo of the game, scoring touchdowns on two interception
returns.
In the last three games, the
Spartan defense has had a total
of 14 sacks, including three sacks
for a loss of 23 yards Saturday.
"Our defense played hard and
we continue to improve," said
Spartan head coach Dave Baldwin. "The defensive scores were
obviously big."

Injured
tailback
Deonce
Whitaker did not make the trip to
Texas because he needed to take
care of some family business.
But, backup Jarmar Julien
made it clear for the second consecutive game that SJSU still has
a ground presence even without
the nation’s sixth leading rusher.
Improving on his 95-yard performance against Rice University
last weekend, Julien rushed for a
career-high 153 yards on 26 carries Saturday.
"My teammates and my coaches knew what I could do. I am just
glad I got an opportunity and was
able to help out the t,eam," Julien,
a junior, said. "’The offensive line
did a great job tonight."
The Spartans improved
their season record to 4-2 overall, 2-0 in the Western Athletic
Conference.
SJSU struck gold early in the
first quarter on a 24-yard touchdown pass from quarterback
Marcus Arroyo to wide receiver
Edell Shepherd, who finished
with four catches for 105 yards.
Arroyo, a sophomore, completed passes of 33 yards and 19
yards to Shepherd and tight end

Sean Brewer during the drive.
On the Mustangs’ second possession of the first quarter, quarterback Josh McCown threw the
first of his four interceptions of
the game into the hands of Spartan linebacker Josh Parry.
^

"We are fortunate
that different
guys are able to
make big plays
it’s someone else
every week."
- Dave Baldwin,
head coach
Parry then returned the pick
54 yards for the touchdown, giving the Spartans a 14-0 advantage.
The second quarter of the
game was a defensive standoff,
until five minutes before halftime.
SMU kicked a field goal with

4:39 seconds remaining, making
the score 14-3.
The Mustangs regained possession after the Spartan offense
was forced to ptuit.
On the ensuing drive, SMU
had its punt blocked by outside
linebacker Heath Farwell.
SJSU capitalized on the
turnover with a 25-yard touchdown pass from Arroyo to junior
Rashied Davis.
After three quarters of play,
the score was 21-3.
Both teams failed to put a single point on the board in the third
quarter. Even though he fumbled
midway through the period,
Julien’s ability to run the ball
allowed the Spartans to keep the
defense off the field.
The final Spartan offensive
attack of the game came on the
first drive of the fourth quarter.
Following a 43-yard long bomb
from Arroyo to Shepherd, SJSU
senior Darian Morton found the
end zone from eight yards out.
SMU quickly answered, capping a seven-play, 72-yard drive
with a touchdown pass from
McCown to make the score 28-10.
The Mustangs got the ball

he Playegli
Club

back with three minutes remaining in the game, but McCown’s
attempt to lead a comeback was
impeded when SJSU’s Patrick
Battle intercepted a pass and
returned it for a touchdown.
"Those two interceptions they
returned for touchdowns, I never
saw either of them," said
McCown, who threw for 324
yards and four interceptions. "I
don’t want to take anything away
from San Jose, but I played horribly."
Baldwin seemed rather enamored after the victory Saturday,
acknowledging his team’s performance across the board.
"We are fortunate that different guys are able to go into the
game and make big plays it’s
someone else every week making
the big plays. This is the first
time we have had four wins this
early in the season and the first
time we have been 2-0 in the
WAC."
The Spartans’ homecoming
game is scheduled for 6 p.m. Saturday against the University of
Texas El Paso at Spartan Stadium.

SPARTANS
JARMAR
JULIEN

Position: Running back
What he did: Carried the ball 26
times for a career-high 153
yards.
Trivia: Is averaging 90.5 yards
rushing in the Spartans’ last
three games.

Position: Quarterback
What he did: Completed 10-of25 passes for 167 yards and two
touchdowns.
Trivia: Needs three more touchdown passes to tie Chris Kasteler’s total of 13 last season.

Brown leads Raiders to overtime victory
The kick went wide right.
For San Francisco (2-4), Terrell Owens scored on 31- and 4yard passes from Jeff Garcia,
and finished with 176 yards on
12 receptions.
Jerry Rice added a 5-yard TD
catch, and Charlie Garner had a
9-yard scoring catch.
In an unusually lighthearted
moment, Owens’ 4-yard touchdown catch midway through the
second quarter put the 49ers up
7-6.
He started to run for the middle of the field like he had two
weeks ago against Dallas
then he abruptly stopped and
shook his head no. The crowd
roared.
It was Owen’s first game back
since a weeklong suspension for
his two flamboyant touchdown
celebrations against the Cowboys, when he ran to the midfield star logo at Texas Stadium
and taunted the fans. Owens sat
out the 49ers’ victory over Arizona.
"I wasn’t going to let everything that happened to me get
me down," he said.
On the first series of the
game, the Raiders recovered
Garner’s fumble on the 49ers’
26. But the 49ers stalled on the
5, and Janikowski kicked a 23yard field goal.
The Raiders missed an opportunity on their next possession.
On first-and-10 at their own 29,

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Tim Brown let his catches speak
for themselves.
Without any of the grandstanding expected in the Battle
of the Bay, Brown caught two
touchdown passes, including a
31-yarder in overtime, as Oakland beat San Francisco 34-28
on Sunday.
"It was a beautiful throw,"
Brown said. "Just perfect."
The game could have been
called the Blunder of the Bay,
, marked by turnovers, miscues
ind ’Missed opportunities.
"It was a crazy game, but it
Vas a victory," Raiders receiver
Andre Rison said. "That’s what
counts the most."
The Raiders (4-1) won soon
after Anthony Dorsett blocked
Wade Richey’s 29-yard field-goal
attempt.
Sebastian Janikowski, Oakland’s top draft pick, missed two
field goals, including one in
overtime, that could have given
the AFC West-leading Raiders
the winning edge a lot earlier.
Tyrone Wheatley scored on a
1-yard run, Rich Gannon had a
13-yard keeper, and Janikowski
did hit from 23 and 35 yards.
Janikowski missed a 41yarder with less than five minutes to go that would have broken the tie. Then he missed 35yarder in overtime, a questional:ole attempt that came on second-and 2.

’Hungry

"It was a crazy
game but it was a
victory. That’s
what counts the
most."
- Andre Rison,
Raiders wide receiver
Oakland linebacker Bobbie
Brooks blocked Chad Stanley’s
punt and the Raiders got as
close as the 17, but Gannon didn’t see Zack Crockett wide open
in the end zone on third down
and the Raiders settled for
Janikowski’s 35-yard field goal.
After Owens’ touchdown put
the 49ers up 7-6, Garcia found
Rice with a 5-yard scoring pass
before halftime. The scoring
drive was marked by Garcia’s
33-yard pass to Tai Streets.
Wheatley’s 1 -yard scoring
run and Gannon’s scamper on

For A Bargain?1
-1/2 OFF -

I

the 2-point conversion it at 14
midway through the third quarter.
The 49ers were threatening
on the next series, but Garner
again fumbled the ball and
Grady Jackson recovered on the
Oakland 20. On the same series,
Gannon hit Rison with a 35yard pass, and then hit Brown
with the 30-yard TD pass.
Gannon, who had a similar
second-half against Indianapolis
earlier this season, opened the
final quarter with a 13-yard
touchdown run.
Gannon connected on 21-of43 passes for 310 yards. His
speed impressed 49ers coach
Steve Mariucci.
"There were times when we
had a spy, a defensive lineman, a
looking for him, but we couldn’t
run him down," Mariucci said.
"He’s a fast guy."
Owens kept his celebration in
check again on the 31 -yard
catch -and-run play in the final
quarter, as the 49ers mounted
their comeback.
Then, after Pierson Prioleau’s
interception, Garner caught a 9yard pass from Garcia to tie it at
28.
With less than five minutes
to go, Janikowski missed a 41 yard field goal that went wide
left.
Garcia finished 28-of-41 for
336 yards. The 49ers have
scored 20-or-more points in 11

Napoleon Kaufman was completely alone on the left side.
But the speedy running back
couldn’t hold onto Gannon’s
pass.
Later in the first quarter,
with the Raiders at first-andgoal on the 9, Kaufman fumbled
and the ball was picked up by
49ers tackle Bryant Young.
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Buy any lunch or dinner a1 full price and receive
the 2nd entree at 1/2 off of equal or lesser value
Mon -Wed only Expires 10/13/00
Delicious. Rated 3***

Justice 4 None
Completely Improvised Comedy Court Cases

SC’S

consecutive games dating to last
season.
San Francisco hadn’t played
the Raiders in the regular season since 1994, a memorable
Monday night matchup that featured Rice’s 127th touchdown
reception to top Jim Brown’s
NFL record.
Notes: The 49ers have sold
out 170 consecutive games,
including the postseason, in a
streak dating back to Oct. 11,
1981.
The 49ers start four rookies
on defense, the most of any team
in the league.
San Francisco running back
Charlie Garner is averaging 100
yards per game this season, the
best start for a 49er over six
games in team history.
The last time the Raiders
beat the 49ers was 1991 in Los
Angeles.
Raiders fullback Jon Ritchie
did not play; he had emergency
appendectomy surgery last Saturday.
The 49ers said Garrison
Hearst is eligible to come off the
reserve/physically unable to
perform list this week.
He may participate in workouts with the 49ers, who have
three weeks to decide whether
to activate him.
Hearst fractured his left
ankle in a January, 1999 playoff
game.
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Position: Linebacker
What he did: Had seven tackles,
a sack and a 77-yard interception
retum for a touchdown.
Trivia: Needs one more interception return for a touchdown to tie
an 11 -year SJSU record of three
in a season

Thursday October 12th
q 00 PM Doors open at 8 00
S10 00 1/2 off w/Student ID

W Son Fernando
San Jose (400)295-7469
157

a

BArns

If you are athletically inclined...
If you are looking for a robust lifestyle...
If you love adventure... then

r.

S9 pm

PATRICK

No experience necessary

Peruvian IS South Amencan Restaurant

Lunch

SPARTANS

A New Beginning!

4111M101MMIr

E
San Fernando (between 2nd 8 3td)
Downtown SAN JOSE (408) 977-0816

Position: Inside linebacker
What he did: Had seven total
tackles and a 54-yard interception retum for a touchdown.
Trivia: Had the first two interceptions of his career in the Spartans first six games this season.
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ROOKIE players
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Practices Tuesday Thursdays, 4-6PM
Games Saturday / Tournaments In the fall / League in the spring
For more inforrnation call coach Karl Laucher 267-7117

For information on SJSU men’s rugby call coach Mike McDonald
2871982
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Hurricane end
Spartans’ streak

Yankees
handle
Athletics
on road
OAICLAND (AP)
The New
York Yankees, tired of being
eulogized as fallen champions,
broke out of their offensive
malaise for a half-inning and
then barely held on for a seriesclinching win over the sleepy
Oakland Athletics.
Chuck Knoblauch’s return to
the lineup sparked a six-run
first inning, leading the Yankees to a 7-5 win Sunday night
in the decisive Game 5 that
completed a Big Apple playoff
sweep of the Bay Area.
The Yankees, trying to
become the first team in a
-century to win three
*ter
ght World Series titles,
w pped up the division series
less than five hours after the
New York Mets completed their
ouster of the San Francisco
Giants.
The Yankees, forced to fly
across the country early Sunday morning to finish the series
with the A’s, headed back to
New York late Sunday night to
prepare for Tuesday night’s AL
championship series opener
against the Seattle Mariners.
The wild card Mariners were
6-4 against the Yankees this
year.
Yankees starter Andy Pettitte was pulled after 3 2-3
innings, but the New York
bullpen picked him up.
Playing for keeps, manager
Joe Torre even brought in
Orlando Hernandez for his first
pro relief appearance.
Mariano Rivera got the final
five outs for his 16th postseason save, breaking the record
he had shared with Dennis
Eckersley since Friday night.
After ending the regular season with seven straight defeats,
the Yankees were written off as
over-the-hill champions when
they started this series with a
less, at Oakland.
, ,
An embarrassing 11-1 loss at
home in Game 4 led to more
condolences.
It took a half-inning, lasting
26 minutes, to lift the gloom.
Knoblauch, back in his
accustomed leadoff spot after
being benched for three games,
lined the night’s first pitch to
right for a single.
Derek Jeter walked and Paul
O’Neill’s
high -chop single
loaded the bases.
Bernie Williams drove in a
run with a sacrifice fly, David
Justice walked and Tino Martinez doubled in three runs
with a drive off the center-field
wall that Terrence Long broke
in on.
Jorge Posada’s infield single
chased losing pitcher Gil Heredi a .
Luis Sojo greeted reliever
Jeff Tam with a sacrifice fly on
which Long again broke the
wrong way, and singles by Scott
Brosius and Knoblauch made it
6-0.
A routine toss from catcher
on Hernandez forced Tam
ve for the ball for the flus, A’s.
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By Ben Aguirre Jr.
DAILY STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State University
women’s soccer team suffered its first
loss in Western Athletic Conference play
Sunday when the University of Tulsa
defeated the Spartans 1-0 at Spartan
Stadium.
The Spartans fell to 2-1-1 in the Western Athletic Conference and 6-8-1 overall.
"We played hard," said freshman forward Ebony Stone. "Things just didn’t go
our way in the second half"
The only goal scored in the game came
early in the first period by Tulsa junior
forward Melissa McCormick.
Tulsa midfielder Beth Taruscio passed
the ball to forward Kelly Noonan, who
then dropped a pass behind to a sprinting McCormick for the score.
"VVe’re lucky we scored early," said
Tulsa head coach Damon Gore. "They
came at us at the end, and we were able
to hold them off."
The Spartans had their share of
opportunities as they outshot the Golden
Hurricane 15-7, including six shots on
goal.
SJSU appeared to dominate the second half as they took 11 shots, five being
on goal.
Leading the Spartan attack was
senior forward Jolene Keel and senior
forward Karli Silveira. The combination
of Keel and Silveira had 10 total shots,
four on goal, including two plays that got
the crowd into the game.

The Spartans best opportunity came
in the 48th minute when Keel positioned
herself behind the Tulsa goalkeeper, who
was on the ground attempting to make
the save.
Keel took a shot at an open net only to
have her kick stopped by two Tulsa
defenders.
"We need to play for
90 minutes. We only
played 45, the second
half."
- Tamie Grimes,
Spartan head coach
The last shot on goal came in the 82nd
minute off a corner kick.
The corner kick came from the left
side of the field and was headed into the
side of the net by Keel.
Spartan head coach Tamie Grimes felt
the tearn didn’t play a complete game.
"I’m obviously disappointed any time
we lose," Grimes said. "We need to play
for 90 minutes. We only played 45, the
second half"
Grimes emphasized that competing
for an entire game will be important to
SJSU’s future in the conference.
"Every WAC game is going to be a battle," Grimes said. "And we need to battle
for 90 minutes."

San Jose State University senior forward Karli Silveira (9) goes against
a Tulsa player in the air during the game against the Golden Hurricane at
Spartan Stadium. The Spartans lost Sunday’s game I-0.
Sebasnan Widmann Daily Staff

Jones seals Mets series win against the Giants
NEW YORK I AP) Bobby J.
Jones made a name for himself
and carved out a place in postseason lore.
Known as much for being one
of two Bobby Joneses on the Mets
as for his own pitching, Jones
threw the sixth complete game
one-hitter in postseason history as
the Mets .eliminated the Giants
with a 4-0 win in Game 4 of their
NL division series Sunday.
Left off last year’s playoff roster
and sent to the minors in June,
Jones pitched the first one-hit
shutout in the postseason since
Boston’s Jim Lonborg in the 1967
World Series against St. Louis.
"At that time I was not helping
the ballclub," Jones said of his
two-week trip to Triple-A Norfolk.
"After experiencing the playoffs
last year and not being a part of it,
I wanted to come back in the best
shape and have a great year. The
way I pitched was obviously not
the way I was capable of throwing."
Jones limited the Giants to a
clean, fifth-inning double by Jeff
Kent as the wild card Meta won
the final three games of the series
to avoid a cross-country trip and a
decisive Game 5 in San Francisco.
New York earned themselves
two days off before opening the
NLCS in St. Louis on Wednesday.
The Mets were 6-3 against the
Cardinals this season.
"It’s not going to be easy," Jones
said. "They’re a great team and
play great baseball. We just have

to go’ out and play the best we
can."
The Giants (97-65), who finished with the best record in the
majors, had their magical season
end with a whimper, in part
because Barry Bonds was a postseason bust again... .
Bonds dropped to 0-5 in. playoff
series three with Pittsburgh,
two with the Giants with a .196
batting average overall. Fittingly,
the three-time MVP made the
final out of the series, hitting a fly
ball to center field that left him 3for-17 against the Mets.
Fireworks shot out from behind
the center-field fence and the
Mets shot out of their dugout to
mob Jones on the infield. The
Baha Men’s "Who Let The Dogs
blared
Out" the song that
throughout Pacific Bell Park when
San Francisco clinched the NL
West played as the Bonds and
the Giants glumly walked to the
clubhouse.
"I’ll keep trying," Bonds said.
After a few minutes, a leaping
Lenny Harris led the Mets to a

1

celebration in the clubhouse.
Jones’ teammates chanted his
name as they doused each other
with champagne.
"I’m so happy for Bobby Jones,"
Al Leiter said. "I’m so proud of
him. To go out and pitch the best
game of his life and-disiniss all the
critics who thouglit this was a bad
decision ... He went out and nailed
Shea Stadium was still filled
with electricity from Saturday
night’s 3-2 Mets win in 13 innings.
Fans chanted Benny Agbayani’s
name as he stretched before the
game, about 18 hours after his
homer had brought the Meta one
win away from the NLCS.
That was New York’s fifth
straight postseason win in the last
at-bat, including a 5-4, 10-inning
victory in Game 2 at San Francisco.
Mets fans didn’t need to wait
nearly as long this game. Jones
struck out Bonds on a high fastball to end the first, drawing an
ovation from a crowd ready for
another celebration.

Robin Ventura gave them much
more to cheer about in the bottom
half After Mark Gardner walked
Mike Piazza with two outs, Ventura turned on a first-pitch fastball
and hit it off the scoreboard in
right field for just his second hit in
the series.
"He’s an aggressive pitcher and
tries to jump ahead," Ventura
said. "I was a little lucky."
Manager Bobby Valentine
toyed with the idea of starting
Mike Hampton on three days’ rest
or using left-hander Glendon
Rusch in Game 4, but stuck with
Jones.
Jones made the decision pay
off. He baffled the Giants with big
breaking curveballs that didn’t
even reach 70 mph. He struck out
both to big ovaBonds twice
tions and retired the first 12
batters before Kent’s double over
Ventura’s head down the left-field
line.
figured we would pop one,"
Giants manager Dusty Baker
said. "It wasn’t a one-hitter where
he was completely dominating. We

caUfornia Language Center
C LC

hit some balls hard."
One of the biggest decisions in
the game came in the fifth inning.
San Francisco loaded the bases
with two outs and Gardner coming up. With a weary bullpen,
Baker chose to let his pitcher hit,
and Gardner popped out to second
base.
Making the move even worse,
the Mets knocked Gardner out
with two runs in the bottom of the
fifth. With one out, Jones swung
and missed at strike three in the
dirt, but reached first on a wild
pitch.
Late-season callup Timo Perez
followed with a double to the
right-field corner, his fifth hit of
the series. Edgardo Alfonzo hit a
two-run double to center to make
it 4-0.
Jones then retired the final 13
batters, malting him perfect in
every inning but the fifth.
"He really knew how to work
the hitters,’ Piazza said. Vis the
game wore on he just got tougher
and tougher."

LSAT
STRATEGY COLIRSI.,

Part Time Tutors for English Spanish or
Chinese needed for Sunnyvale language
schooL No experience necessary We will train.
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Midnight Madness
M

r% FOR THE

Free night of fun with Women’s Basketball
Friday, October 13th
SPX6
11:30pm
Free pIzza and drinks
while they last
Prizes:
Sony playstation
Opportunity to win
S10,000 if you make a
three quarter court shot

EVENTS TAKING PLACE DURING OCTOSER 9,2000 TO 0,
MONDAY 10/9
BLOOD

DRIVE WILL SE HELD FROM 10am

2pm

,iPR

STUDENT UNION GUADALUPE ROOM

TUESDAY 10/10
KSJS WILL SE SPINNING IN THE AMPHITHEATER FROM 12 lpm
WEDNESDAY 10/11
MOVIE NIGHT QUIRKS MEADOW STARTING AT bprn
THURSDAY 10/12
- SOO FROM 1:30 - 3pni 7th St PLAZA 650 PIT
SATURDAY 10/14 THE SIG GAME
TAILGATE
SOUTH CAMPUS PARKING LOT STARTING AT Spril
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MEETING: Libertarians meet twice a month
continued from Page I

Above, Scott Wagers, pastor at First Christian
Church in San Jose and member of California
Homeless Alliance Ministry, spoke against the proposed Cisco Systems’ plan to build a 20.000-worker
campus in North Coyote Valley on Thursday at San
Jose City Hall. Below, Diane Solomon, a "con-

He said he changed his mind when watching
the vice presidential debates of previous years.
"I wanted to be in charge of my own retirement," Ver said, "I actually want smaller government."
Rich Overstreet, a Republican and SJSU
graduat,e, said there is still a big difference
between Republicans and Libertarians.
He said he thinks Republicans aren’t as popular with young people because they aren’t as
open as Libertarians.
"Republicans aren’t malting headway with
young people," Overstreet said.
"They just don’t get it. They need to have a
welcoming environment."
Money and economics were also heated topics at the meeting.
Elena Lourenco, a senior majoring in spatial
arts, said she thought the government has too
much control of her income.
’The government should not force you to put
down your money," Lourenco said.
Ver said charity and welfare should be voluntary.
"There’s nothing virtuous about giving away
other people’s money," Ver said.
"Don’t force me to help the poor. That’s
halfway to slavery right there.
Just because somebody is hungry doesn’t
photos hy Kohjiro Kinn() Daily Staff mean they can take money from Bill Gates."
Ver said this policy also applies to taxpayer
cerned eitiien," held up a lettuce head at City Hall
money given to politicians who run for office.
to demonstrate against the proposal of building a
"We don’t believe in government welfare for

$1.3 billion Cisco Systems campus in North Coyote
Valley. According to the city’s general plan, the proposal will generate approximately 75,000 to 100,000
new jobs.

PROTEST: Cisco proposal goes
before city council next on Oct. 24
pany’s main goal is to create a
"city" on the 688 acres in the next
Church in San Jose and homeless five to 10 years, with a main street,
alliance member, said Cisco should parks, cafes and a dry cleaner, but
be responsible for the lack of hous- no housing.
ing for working people.
Since the early 1980s, the city
"Firefighters, teachers and pro- has planned to develop the Coyote
fessors are being forced out of their Valley area, with the industrial
homes due to raised rent," Wagers phase first and the housing secsaid. "Cisco could give between $50 ond, according to city hall officials.
and $60 million to a housing trust
Officials from southern cities and
Jay Ross, the planning commis- environmental groups such as the
sion’s chairman, said he thinks Sierra Club, Audubon Society and
Cisco’s proposal would be benefi- LandWatch Monterey County, laid
cial to San Jose.
groundwork for a legal challenge to
’This is a tremendous opportu- the city’s environmental report,
nity, not only for San Jose but for which they claim is inadequate.
the neighboring cities," Ross said.
Criticisms of the report include
Rogiever, Bob Levy, the commis- that the city should have studied
sion’s vice president, said he had a._ the impacts of the entire research
efferent opinion.
park, as they claim under Califor"This project is a harbinger of nia law, not just the Cisco project.
150,000 jobs, and I don’t feel I have
Critics said the Environmental
the information I need in this envi- Impact Report is inadequate and
ronmental impact report to make a are using that argument as a basis
decision about that," Levy said.
for legal action.
Cisco would like to begin conAccording to the city’s general
struction of the first phase of the plan, 50,000 workers will live in
project in November, with six office the North Coyote Valley Research
buildings for 3,300 workers and a Park, and another 75,000 to
parking garage.
100,000 jobs will come about to
Officials of Cisco said the com- serve the area.
continued from Page I

SYMPHONY: Next free concert will be on Nov. 17
some of the best-known flutists.
Starr came to SJSU in 1975 to teach flute
some classes at SJSU during the summer.
students, chamber music and direct the Flute
The concert opened with the widely recog- Choir.
nizable "Fanfare for Common Man," by comRachel Manuel, a senior majoring in child
poser Aaron Copland and was played by the development, and Trista Mayr, a sophomore in
percussion and brass sections.
business, said they attended the concert as
The orchestra then went into a collection of part of their music appreciation class.
six orchestral preludes and interludes called
As the first symphony concert she had ever
Carmen Suite No.1, from the opera "Carmen." been to, Mayr described the performance as
The story revolves around a fiery Spanish "interesting."
gypsy woman, a naive young soldier and their
Manuel said they were able to identify cerfatal relationship.
tain things they had learned in their class, and
The opera, which was not well received dur- Mayr added that they recognized some of the
ing its debut more than 100 years ago, was terminology.
composed during 1873 and 1874 by Georges
After the concert, Nakabayashi thanked the
Bi zet.
audience for coming and invited everyone to a
After the pieces from "Carmen," assistant reception with refreshments in a Music buildconductor Robert Coburn came out to lead the ing classroom.
orchestra in the "Overture to the Barber of
"I am very proud of them," Nakabayashi
Seville," which ended the first half of the con- said of his students during the reception.
cert.
"They have come pretty far in the last five
The piece has been used in numerous car- weeks."
toons and commercials and was composed by
With the whole year already planned out,
Gioacchino Rossini in the early 1800s.
Nakabayashi said their next concert will be on
After the intermission, the string section Nov. 17. The symphony’s concerts are free to
was joined by Isabelle Chapuis Starr, the lec- the public.
turer-in-flute of the school of music and dance,
In his fourth year at SJSU, Nakabayashi
and performed the three parts of Concerto in D said the orchestra is a new generation of young
"for Flute and Orchestra to conclude the con- and old, with a 50 to 60 year difference
cert.
between some of its members.
According to the concert’s program, Starr
"The common ground is we want to play,"
was born in France and studied there with Nakabayashi said.
continued from Page
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Israeli demonstrators sang and
waved the Israeli flag Sunday
while
Palestinian
advocates
marched with a mock coffin in
Orange County to protest West
Bank violence on the eve of Yom
Kippur, the holiest day in the Jewish calendar.
About 75 people waved blueand-white Israeli flags during a
two-hour rally in the Westwood
neighborhood around the University of California, Los Angeles.
"Israel is for peace. Israel is giving land back for peace and in
return we’re getting attacked,"
demonstrator Sigel Erez said.
At a cemetery in the Hollywood
Hills where Jews made traditional
visits to the graves of loved ones,
Barry Bender said the issues are

difficult to decide.

"The Israelis are right. The
Palestinians are right. They don’t
realize the herrn that they’re doing
to everybody," Bender said.
In Anaheim, dozens of protesters
called attention to the latest violence between Israelis and Palestinians, which erupted more than a
week ago along Israel’s West Bank
and Gaza Strip. Most of the 84
killed Intve been Palestinian

Kama’ Elsayed said there WaS
no hope for peace.
"After what happened it’s hard
to imagine They murdered children," Elsayed said, amid signs
that read "Oppression Always
Wrong," and a mock coffin.
Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, began at sundown Sunday.
Jews traditionally mark the holiday with fasting and prayer. But
comm ti nity leaders took

the opportunity to speak out

about

the violence in the Mideast.
"The Jewish community will
stand with the state of Israel in
this terrible hour of need, in which
Israelis and Palestinians are needlessly being exposed to the threat
of war because Israel took the
gamble for peace," said Rabbi
Abraham Cooper, dean at the
Simon Wiesenthal Center.
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Yom Kippur brings peace rally in L.A.
LOS ANGELES LAP)

people or politicians," Ver said.
Albrecht said constitutional rights are more
important to him than deciding whether welfare money should be coming from private or
public sources.
He read to the group from a list of laws
passed in Congress, explaining why each of
them is unconstitutional.
One example Albrecht cited was a law allowing for the confiscation of assets belonging to
any American who establishes foreign citizenship.
’When we have a constitutional society, then
we can debate private vs. public," Albrecht
said.
The group also explained to curious newcomers why the Libertarian Party is not bigger
or more well known.
Joel Johnson, a senior majoring in political
science, is the club’s president.
He said the problem is that the party needs
to have more media coverage.
"You don’t get attention until you get the
people," Johnson said.
The club is helping advertise for a series of
debates on the upcoming ballot propositions
sponsored by the SJSU department of economics.
Johnson said the club welcomes students of
any political affiliation.
"All views are accepted," Johnson said. "We
just talk politics."
Members and interested students gatheili
Pizza A GoGo on San Carlos Street the
and third Thursday of every month.

spokesmodels for part time work in the San Fran/ San Jose area. Great promotion
experience with Great Pay! Liquor/Beer/Wine promotions at bars and special events. Age.
21-30 preferred, must be 21 to qualify.
Must be friendly, reliable, and professional. These positions fill quickly, so come to the
casting call listed below.
Or
Casting Call:
When: Tuesday, October 10 3-5 p.m.
Where: Faultline Brewing Co.
2001 Chestnut St. at Fillmore
San Francisco, CA 94123-2701
PH: 415-922-7397
Ask for Kacky Ovrom

When: Tuesday, October 10 6-8p.m.
Where: Starbucks Coffee Co.
2222 Fillmore St,
San Francisco, CA 94115-2222
Phone: (415) 673-3171
Ask for Kacky Ovrom
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Desert dweller

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

5 Skipper’s

command
Flit
Exercise system
Camp homes
Repeat
In
of
replacing
18 Pub sign
19 Rind
20 "Great" guy
22 Kind of wave
23 Anger
24 Moccasin
25 Molar specialist
29 Jumble
33 Like Pnnceton’s
buildings
34 Land measure
36 Captain Kirk’s
navigator
37 Dry. as
champagne
38 Plait
39 Miss Piggy’s
negative
40 Leg part
42 Taverns
43 Steal
45 Hurts a
muscle
47 Royal homes
49 Wander
50 Eur. nation
51 Witch group
54 Retrace one’s
steps
60 Declare
61 " Accomp’ny
Me"
62 Water, in
Malaga
63 Greenish -blue
64 Cliffside
home
65 None
66 Merely
67 Stoles
68 Genealogical
diagram

10
14
15
16
17
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DOWN
1 "The Mammoth
Hunters"
heroine
2 Muddy the
waters
3 Tommie of the
diamond
4 Aluminum ore
5 Makes up (for)
6 Hawk
7 Start the kitty
8 Galaxy unit
9 Recipe qty
10 Portrays
11 Made an "A"
12 Actress
Perlman
I3
House
cookies
21 Dry
22 Greek letter
24 Appealed
25 Computer items
26 Happening
27 More
agreeable
28 Mountain lakes
29 Like fresh

veggies
30 Caesar’s attire
31 Wed secretly
32 Mysterious
inscriptions
35 Paint container
38 Tie up
41 With
enthusiasm
43 Vegas machine
44 Guarantee
46 Writer Fleming
48 Leg parts
51 Roman
statesman
52 Baker’s need
53 Wiener
schnitzel base
54 South African
Dutch
55 Emanation
56 Trim
57 Culture
medium
58 Make well
59 Bandleader
Sammy
61 Swing around.
as a ship
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ACUFACTS SECURITY SECURITY
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
SOUTHWEST YMCA Outreach REPUTABLE MONTESSORI ACTION DAY NURSERY/
makes no claim for products
Flexible WorkSchedule
Great for Students’
looking for daycare staff
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
Department is hiring Youth
or services advertised below We train. Student Friendly sites. a non-profit agency which offers
Apply Online!
Group Leaders & Program Site person, part-time 230-6:30pm, Tocklet and Preschool Teachers
SCANNER FOR PC $70.00
nor is there any guarantee
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY a variety of quality services for
F/T & P/T.
Supervisors. PT & FT with working with elementary aged and Aides_ F/T & P/T posibcns
"Visiones, New On box)
implied. The classified
Top
children.
408-723-5140
positions
408-247-4827
individuals
Substitute
Pay
fun
who
excellent
benefits.
Flexible
&
available.
have
develop650/938-1616
columns of the Spartan Daily
Some Study Posts,
are also available that offer tlexmental disabilities, has P/T &
environment! Please call Missy
consist of paid advertising
COUNSELORS NEEDED for FT employment opportunities.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hinng i ble hours. ECE units are
Call JOVE! al 408-286-5880.
at (408) 370-1877 ext. 14.
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the boys & girls youth group homes.
Preschool and School Age required for teacher positions
www.acufacts.com
If you are interested in living
newspaper.
Must be 21 & have 60 completed with a developmentally disabled
UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors Teachers and Aides. PT & FT but not required for Aide posiunits. Great experience for stu- individual in exchange for rent; CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for Fun Environment. Full-time & with excellent benefits Flexible tions. Excellent opportunity for ROOMS FOR RENT Charming
dents studying criminal justice, or assisting someone during the Servers, Bussers, Runners
Part-time. Flexible hours. No & fun environment! Please call Child Development maiors. two story, 7 bdrm / 3 bath home
psychology, & social work. Full & week with daily living skills such
Hosts & *Bartenders.
experience necessary. Close to Tina 0 370-1877 x 29.
Please call Cathy for interview located in east San Jose
part time positions. $8.75-$9.25 as grocery shopping ($10/hr) Applications accepted between SJSU. No experience necesat 244-1968 or fax resume to foothills. Close to bus line 164.
College fernales only. DSL line
per hour. Fax resumes 281-4288 call Debbie at 408/282-0493.
2pm-4pm. Valley Fair Mall.
sary. Will train. Call Central FUN, HANDS-ON after-school 248-7350.
Science Program. Looking for
avail. Rent includes utilities,
or call 281-4268 for appoints.
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34.
If you would like information
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
For
Part
-Time
and
Instructors.
PT,
flexible
hours.
phone & cable. $600 a mo. only
TEACHERS
DAYCARE
the
FT,
benefitted
posiabout
Flexible Hours
TEACH ENGLISH TO
tions of job coach and instructor Full -Time Positions, call OUTREACH YOUTH SPORTS Mad Science - (408) 262-5437 K-8 school seeks responsible $1.00 dep. Call: 408-258-9450
Downtown SJ Location
CHILDREN IN JAPAN
HALLMARK
The
Central
COORDINATORPERSONNEL
dayindividuals
for
extended
(day activity or work activity)
Call 408-535-5716
TEACHERS
Need 25-35 recent grads w/4yr or PT substitute positions in
YMCA is looking for a Part-Time
Fast placement, no fees
care, P/T in the afternoon. No MASTER BDRM tor rent. Female
degree to teach Eng. conversa- various programs ($9/hr) call Office jobs in local companies Youth Sports Cordinator for the CDICDC offers FT PT & split ECE units required. Previous req’d. So. SJ. 1 mi. to Capitol LRT,
LAW OFFICE NEEDS
tion. Native Eng. req’d. Flex start Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890. Students/grads/career change Y-on -Wheels program at Luther shifts with flexible hours. experience with children pre- 3 blks to bus. $600/mo, $200 dep.
PART-TIME HELP
date. Interviews in Pleasanton,
We have flexibility to work Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire Burbank School. This position is Positions available working with ferred. Please call 244-1968 x 16 util incl. 819-6243 or 513-2513 x
Your intelligence is much more Nov.4th & 5th. Mail resume to: around a student schedule for
6447 (days) vm only. Avail 11-1.
responsible for the ongoing children in accreditied, child
Santa Clara to San Mateo
important than your experience. Peppy Kids, 158 26th St., a259 the PT work & are located close
YMCA
planning, administration, pro- development program with
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Ideal for students. 15-20 hours
environment.
excellent
an
Directors,
recruitAssistant
&
development
Directors,
Santa Monica, CA 90403.
motion,
Fax:
(650)
325-3639
come
to SJSU. FT positions
per week. Flexible hours during
Fax: 310-278-6889.
Teachers, & Aides
with excellent benefits. This is a www.hallmarkpersonnel.com ment ot volunteers to run the Qualifications: 6-12 uits in Child
finals & breaks. Scheduling Email: peppykid ix.netcom.coo n. good opportunity to get practical
program. Volunteer manage- Dev/ECE (related units accepted), Thinking about a career working
ADDR.COM
changes to fit new semester.
experience in the field & work PSYCH, SLP, OT, SP.ED, GRAD ment skills & supervising expen- experience is welcome. Benefits with children? The YMCA of Leading Web Hosting and Web
Please apply in person
1830 THE OLD SPAHETTI FACTORY with a great group of clients & STUDENTS: get experience & ence required. Personal skills in for FT & PT including: Med/Den, Santa Clara Valley is hiring
Company
Design
now hiring for part time
The Alameda, San Jose, M-F, 8-4.
earn $ working with develop- sell -organization, initiative and paid training, vacation, sick time, Center Directors, Assistant
staff. All majors welcome.
Immediate Account Activation
mentally disabled child in a follow-through are necessary. childcare discount, employee Directors, Teachers, Aides, and
positions. We offer:
Packages
start
at $7.95/mo.
STARBUCKS COFFEE CO. Now Flexible schedules, day or eve
functional -based program, 6-10 Bilingual preferred. If interested, referral program and through Elementa Atter-School RecreWACKENHUT
Sales Caddr.com
hiring, PT & FT. flex sched. Call for shifts, a great environment with The Wackenhut Corporation, an hrs/wk, flexible, but Tue/Thur contact the Central YMCA
September CDVCDC is offer- ation Lea ers for our Preschool
inlikw-Saratoga-408-867-1732.
Mg a HIRING BONUS for fully & Child Care Centers throughout
excellent benefits.
international leader in the con- AMs needed immediately. Call 408 -298-1717, x 60.
www.slapirit.org
qualified teachers! $10.50- San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
tract security industry, is cur- 926-3944. 497-0462 or e-mail
Spiritual Education &
-MEN - BE AN ANGEL
$15.50/hr, salary range depends Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga, Counseling for Young Adults.
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
We have our own training program! rently interviewing applicants Flowerpowerof3Ccs.com
BE AN EGG DONOR
experience
on
& education. Campbell, Evergreen, Milpitas &
Instructors Needed.
We are looking for neat, bright,
for the following positions:
Family Fertility Center
SALES/ CUSTOMER SERVICE
EOE. Call (408) 371-9900 or Benyessa. Full & Part-Time posiWe will train.
& energetic people in the
’Account Managers
is seeking bright, responsible,
Immediate openings available.
our 24 hour job hotline at tions available - hours flexible
Call YMCA @ 370-1877x18.
following areas:
Armed/Unarmed Security
non-smoking women ages 21-30
Flexibility around your schedule
1-888-9-CDICDC.
around school. Fun staff teams,
Food Server (20 or older),
Officers Emergency
with good medical history.
PROFESSIONAL
great experience in working with
*Hostess & Busser.
Medical Technicians $12.87 is possible. Must have strong CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Generous compensation.
EARLYCHILDHOODTEACHERS
hour
starting.
$11.37
computer
skills
and
an
excellent
Leader,
WORD PROCESSING
children, career advancement,
Apply in person
(Military/Criminal Justice
1-800-939-6886
Theses, Term Papers,
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri
Background - $500 to $1000 telephone personality. Apply at Rewarding job for someone At Bright Horizons, we are excellent FT/PT benefits and
Almaden Valley Athletic Club. who enjoys working with youth. seeking talented and carorig training opportunities. Teachers Resumes, Group Projects, etc.
The Old Spaghetti Factory
Hiring Bonus)
P/T ADMIN. ASSISTANT
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
All applicants must be a high 5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124. Here’s your opportunity to make child care professionals to join require minimum 6 units in ECE, All formats, specializing in APA.
RECEPTIONIST
Microtnini tape transcription.
school graduate or have a GED. Please Call (408) 445-4917. a difference in a child’s life. our growing network of Family Educ, Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Needed for Small Financial
Seeking candidates w/leader- Centers. FT opportunities with Ed &/or other related fields. For Fax. Expetienced, dependable,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Guard Card a Plus.
Service Firm in Saratoga,
PT
SHIPPING
/
RECEIVING
Infants,
Preschool,
School
-age
organization
and
problem
ship,
quick retum.Call Linda
more information & locations.
Up to $600/month
Excellent pays, starting range
tpm-4pm, starting at $9/hour.
clerk. Music, videos, DVD solving skills to implement excit- & Subs. We offer competitive YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
408-264-4504.
Become a Sperm Donor
$11.00 - $17.00.
Please call 408-868-0235 or
etailer
located
in
’Sunnyvale.
excellent
benefit
ing after school programs. salaries and
Healthy males, 19-40 years old Full benefits on HT positions.
Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Fax resume to 408-868-0233
Hours are M -F afternoons and package which includes tuition Email: YMCAjobit scvymca.org
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Apply in person or fax resume to: Flex hrs. Call Alicia 985-7703.
Contact California Cryobank
www.sanjoseymca.org
The Wackenhut Corporation DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach Sat. mornings. Candidates must reimbursement. Join us in workPART-TIME Position. Mt. View 1-650-324-1900. M -F. 8-4:30
have a high school diploma or ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
1654 Centre Pointe Dr.
CONFIDENTIAL
search firm has opening for
teens & adults. Company car & equiv. & pass a background our state of the art facilities
95036
Milpitas.
CA
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
entry-level recruiter. Need good $GROOMER’S ASST. / KENtraining provided. No experience check before starting their where children as well as
(408)
263-8213
program
for Women includes
Flexible
people & sales skills.
necessary. Over 18, HS grad. work assignment. For more careers flourish. Call Toll Free
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ty impressions, received more applause
than the previous comedians’ routines did.
"He got everyone enjoying themselves,"
Hoag said.
Spears said he didn’t know what to
expect from the event or the crowd.
"They were really alert," Spears said
"There’s no time to be half-ass."
Spears said he didn’t change his material to suit San Jose in particular.
"I guess the end result was what it was
supposed to be," Spears said.
Laura Kightlinger, a Saturday Night
Live alumna, had top billing for the event.
She discussed dating and relationships
on stage, throwing in a few California
jokes.
Sne said she prefers doing stand-up to
television work because she is more comfortable on stage.
Kightlinger said her style of comedy is
not as physical as the other comedians’
styles and would probably not be as popular with the crowd.
Some audience members mentioned that
although Kightlinger’s routine was funny,
not many people were laughing.
"Drunk people are not good audiences,"
said Meghan McDonough, who graduated
from San Jose State University in 1996.
"She’s very good. She’s very dry."
Other audience members said they didn’t have the patience for Kightlinger’s style
of comedy.
"Her set was so bad," Hoag said. "Maybe
people were too drunk."
Anne Klunder, who graduated from
SJSU in May, said the performers were
better in previous years as well.
"The comedy is not that good this year,"
Klunder said.
Hoag agreed and said there were also
more beer vendors in previous years.
Richard Jacinth, a Humboldt State University graduate, said he came to the festival for the beer and prefers Alaskan Brewing Company’s "Downtown Brown" beer to
the other kinds of beer offered.
"If I were still a college student, I would
have chosen to spend my money elsewhere," Jacinth said.
Kelly Barry, who said she also came to
the festival for the beer, was singled out
and sung to by one of the comedians.
"Who wants my bootie?" Barry said,
referring to a part of the comedian’s
routine. "That guy was hella funny."
Stevan Hoffman said he thought glassware in the streets was a bad idea.
"Somebody is gonna get rowdy and
throw it," Hoffrnan said. "It only takes one
or two people to ruin it."
Sgt. Gordy Bowen, of the San Jose Police

photos by Sebastian Widmann

Above, the audience enjoys a laugh during the routine of Aries Spears, star of the Fox television
show "Nlad IN.- During two days, 30 comedians entertained the beer-drinking crowd. Below, a
beer taster takes a sip from his glass during this year’s Brew Ha Ha in downtown San Jose.

"If I were a
college student, I
would have chosen
to spend my
money elsewhere."
- Richard Jacinth.
Humboldt State alumnus
Department, said the crowd is traditionally well behaved and only four glasses were
broken.
There was one assault in a parking
garage, Bowen said.
The Brew Ha Ha was produced by the
San Jose Downtown Association.
According to Jorge Briones, San Jose
Downtown Association’s event sponsorship
director, Comedy Central and AT&T have a
three-year agreement to sponsor the Brew
Ha Ha.
"What Comedy Central brings to the
event is real credibility as a comedy event,"
Briones said.
Briones said he hopes Brew Ha Ha will
soon be nationally recognized, with Comedy Central possibly taping the event next
year.

Now It Comes With A
List Of Ingredients.
?

Call your water
supplier for a short
new report about
your tap water.
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holds doctor’s degrees in dental surgery and medicine, and is
also a native of Chile.
Salinas said many cultures have been looked at with archeological expertise, but few have been examined from the clinical side, as he has.
Dr. Marion Meyerson, a lecturer in speech pathology at San
Jose State University, invited Salinas to speak on campus.
Meyerson applied for grants and the help of sponsors to
make his visit possible, she said.
Meyerson said she first met Salinas at a birth defects conference in Kansas in 1972 and recognized the relation between
their areas of specialty.
She said she asked professors from various departments to
attend in the hope that they would bring together the same
interests from many professions.
While the contemporary clinical description of such malformations were made in the late 1950s and early 1960s, these
ancient representations suggest high artistic skill and great
insight into the disorders they portrayed, Salinas said.
The slides and lecture included mostly sculptural pieces
from varying civilizations, such as well-known cultures like the
Mayas and the Inca, as well as the lesser-known Olmecs and
Mochica.
Several of the slides depicted motherhood, whether it was
giving birth or a mother with her child.
One piece of a carved man with a picture of another man on
his chest suggests the understanding of an inner soul by the
culture, Salinas said.
A few sets of slides showed artwork depicting a malfor
tion and then a photograph of a person or skeleton with e
same mutation.
In one such instance, a mask with indentions in the two
front teeth was shown next to a skull dug up from the same
area that had the exact same defect.
Another set included a sculpture of a figure with an oddly
enlarged abdomen and a photograph of a woman with a protruding belly from the multiplication of parasit,es from drinking water, Salinas said.
Other representations included scoliosis, or crookedness of
the spine, palsy, or a paralysis resulting from a nervous system
disorder of the face, blindness and Siamese twins.
A sculpture of a person was shown with its legs bent over
behind its back and its feet resting on its head, which Salinas
explained is only possible with hyperextensibility of the joints.
"It was amazing to see representation that was exactly like
what we had seen in books," said Suzanne Clegem-Siler, who is
majoring in communication, disorders and sciences, commonly
referred to as CDS.
Clegem-Siler, the president of the SJSU chapter of the
National Student Speech Language Hearing Association said
she helped Meyerson with the organization of the event by distributing fliers and drumming up support.
"It’s like applying the scientific method to the art world,"
Clegem-Siler said.
Danielle Samson, also a CDS major and member of the
national association, said the lecture was "very enlightening."
After the lecture, Salinas said he has never seen such an
extensive understanding of birth defects and genetic disorders
in any other culture than in these pre-Columbian cultures.
"It is a richness that has not been tapped," Salinas said.
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Applied Materials
College Programs
31951ifer Rd., MS 2963
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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Great Locations Throughout the South Bay!
all/CDC ls an Equal Opportunity Employer. We quer mil Time & Part Time
employees competitive WageA and excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, PAID Vacation/Sick/Holiday/Trainings
Long Term Disabilit, Child Care Discount, 401K and MUCH MORE!
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The Information Age Starts Here’
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